
-Peaceful location with surreal vistas of Lonavala
-Chic interiors with timeless modern amenities
-Pool with outdoor seating area 
-Lavish viewing deck blessed with beautiful views
-Plethora of options for recreation like the pool table and indoor board games
-Close proximity to famous attractions like Bhaja Buddhist caves and Lonavala Wax museum

UNRM-548 is a chic modern villa that is draped with the most serene and lush views of Lonavala. The villa is a 
gateway to luxury with its tastefully designed rooms and living areas that offer comfort and rejuvenation. Entering 
the villa, one will be stunned by the calmness and tranquility of the spacious living room that offers a myriad of
amenities. It also provides direct access to the pool which has a sitoutarea, perfect for a refreshing dip in the summer.
Climbing through the stairway will lead you toward the pool table and racks filled with board games and books. 

Next to it, will be the opulent bedrooms of the villa that provide stunning views of Lonavala. Adjoined to them, will be
the outdoor deck with a seating area that is perfect for a cup of tea along with a beautiful sunset. Villa provides an
ideal setting for a refreshing getaway.

UNRM548 is special because of its:
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PLEASE NOTE
PLEASE NOTE     House Rules

• Security Deposit is payable at the villa at the time of Check-in which is 100% refundable, if no damage made
• Loud Music after 10 p.m. is not allowed by the pool area, however you can play normal music inside the villa
• While booking share exact number of guests, every additional guest above double occupancy will be chargeable
• No outside guests allowed without prior information
• All illegal activities are prohibited
• Full retention if cancelled within 35 days of check-in date
• 15% Retention if cancelled before 35 days of check-in date
• Smoking by the balconies, pool and open areas is allowed
• Airport transfers, Barbeque arrangements, Cook and yacht bookings can be done at additional costs.


